SemiANNOTATE: A Semi-automatic Approach to Personal Photo Album Annotation Based on Public and Personal Information
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1 Introduction
Annotation is the core item to enable efficient access to content. This is also the case of personal photo collections. Yet none of today’s real-world applications responds ideally to this concern. None of them provides practical annotation tools that would help end-users to easily annotate thousands of their photos. In this paper, we propose a novel approach, SemiANNOTATE, by using public and personal information to extract contextual metadata.

Presently, all digital cameras provide time information and most camera-phones can infer rough location from GPS or CellID information. It is promising that all cameras will eventually be enable with location information capturing system. Moreover most photos contain location data in the form of coordinate set stored in their EXIF header [2]. As a result, all the photos will be embedded by two main key information in their EXIF header namely, timestamp and location. According to [1], time and location information are the main factors in human episodic memory. SemiANNOTATE, our proposed engine, semi-automatically annotates the photos by using the time-location pair as pivot to leverage contextual metadata from public and personal repositories. In other words, SemiANNOTATE automatically propose contextual metadata candidates to users to describe the photos without any effort from users. In addition, users may be asked for confirmation, correction and augmentation of those proposed metadata candidates to increase the accuracy.

2 Related Work
Some recent works [7, 8, 10] enable digital photos to be annotated with metadata of spatial context using exact location information. Nevertheless, none of these systems explores the use of public and personal information as means to extract contextual metadata. All of them are rather limited to location/time metadata or use social collaboration as means to gather metadata. To the best of our knowledge, our approach described in this paper is the first one ever to be presented in the research.

3 The SemiANNOTATE Approach
3.1 Our Concept
In our concept, all the best contextual metadata about the photos comes from either the users’ personal information or the surrounding environment of the users. Therefore, in our system, we specify the personal and public information repositories as the principle resources to look for key metadata. Furthermore because a part of the metadata comes from the users’ own perception about the photo via their personal information, this could eliminate the semantic gap as users might use the same keywords or concept to search or browse their photo album later. Thus search and browse processes would be improved significantly.

3.2 Automatic Metadata Candidates Generation and Validation
We have produced the prototype of SemiANNOTATE. The schema of our annotation process is illustrated in Figure 1. The processing steps can be described as the following:

1. Time and Location as Keys: We assume that the camera is GPS enable. Therefore all the photos captured should come with time and location informations. These two key informations will be used to query the public and personal repositories via their index. It should be noted that, in our prototype implementation, we assume that the location information is provided.

2. Indexing and Searching: We consider personal emails, schedules and diary as personal information and MSN-Mainichi Daily News [6] as our public resource. We use Apache Lucene [5] as indexing and searching tool of the two main resources.

3. Metadata Candidates Extraction: Information Extraction (IE) is composed of a number of analysis processes. This might take long time to compute if there are many relevant sources. As shown in the Metadata Candidate Extraction step in Figure 1, the refinement is done by limiting to 3 most relevant sources. This helps us improve the speed performance and the quality of the metadata to be generated. Afterward, the 3 most relevant sources will go through 2 different analyzing processes:
   - In (A), we apply the IE engine- A Nearly-New Information Extraction system (ANNIE)- to the sources in order to compute the name entities (NE) [4]. In our case, ANNIE is used to extract Who, Organization, When, Where information. In the example, after analyzing the 3 sources, we could obtain some NE by category (Who, Organization, Where and When).
   - In (B), we perform the potential keywords extraction. To realize this process, we first use Lucene to index the refined relevant sources. Then we do the ranking by the statistic of the frequency of the terms provided by Lucene.
4. Metadata Candidates Suggester: A subset of MPEG-7 has been selected as our metadata format. We extend from the Structured Annotation Basic Tool of MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes (MDS) [9] by including the Who, Organization, When, Where, Event, How and Free Keyword fields. It aimed to be able to answer all the questions related to the photos and also to improve semantic integrity. All the metadata candidates (of the Who, Organization, Where, When, and Free Keyword field) are presented to the user. For the Event field, default candidates are provided. Users can select one of them. For the other two fields (How and Free Text), users have choices to leave them empty or fill in manually. Users can make changes to the proposed metadata candidates if necessary.

5. Validation and Metadata Storage: Once users have validated the metadata, it will be converted to MPEG-7 format and will be sent to our metadata repository. We choose eXist [9] as our XML native database to store these metadata files.

4 Evaluations and Results

Experiments of our system were conducted. 5 users were recruited for the experiments. Each user contributes their photos and their emails and diary. We have a total of 112 photos. Users were asked to annotate each of their photos and fill in a 5-likert scale questionnaire. We evaluate the accuracy level of our proposed metadata as well as the satisfaction of SemiANNOTATE as an annotation tool by comparing with 3 real-world applications namely ACDSee Pro, Google Picasa and Adobe Photoshop Album.

Part (A) of Figure 2 shows accuracy level of our proposed metadata candidates. The result informs us that users find our proposed metadata candidates appropriate and acceptable. Part (B) depicts the satisfaction level of users by comparing our SemiANNOTATE engine with the annotation engine of the three others. The result shows that our proposed engine gains much satisfaction over the others. This concludes that our tool could help cope with the current annotation burden.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, SemiANNOTATE, a novel approach in generating contextual metadata for photos is presented. This proposed approach lessens much effort from the users. Users’ verification on metadata is recommended by the system as an option to improve the accuracy. As a result, this eliminates the major effort users need to organize their large photo collection and enables better results for searching and/or browsing. Our preliminary experiments confirm the assumption and give us very encouraging results.

In the future, we would like to focus more on the IE part in order to achieve better metadata candidates.
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